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The Jesus Storybook Bible Curriculum Kit Handouts, New Testament contains 23 four-color child

handouts â€“ one for each New Testament lesson covered in the curriculum.Â  Each handout

includes an activity, memory verse, note for parents, and reinforces what the child discovered about

Jesus in that lesson.Â  One Old Testament handout pack and one New Testament handout pack

needed per child.Â  Designed for use with The Jesus Storybook Curriculum Kit.Â  These are the

same handouts that are provided in PDF format on the Jesus Storybook Bible Curriculum Kit

DVD-ROM.Â  Â  Â  The Jesus Storybook Bible Curriculum features everything you need for nearly a

year of curriculum lessons. Kit includes 44 individual lessons plus 6 review lessons (3 Old

Testament, 3 New Testament â€“ available online at www.jesusstorybookbible.com) plus ideas for

engaging activities, easy-to-use instructions and notes for teachers based on material from Timothy

Keller, memory verses, color handouts, and much more. The Jesus Storybook Bible Curriculum

invites children to join in the greatest of all adventures, to discover for themselves that Jesus is at

the center of Godâ€™s great story of salvationâ€”and at the center of their story too.
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***Ten lessons later...I'm still irritated that I bought these. We're a homeschool family and we're

attempting to use this package to begin our day with Bible study. So, instead of buying the



expensive curriculum, I bought the Jesus Storybook Bible and the worksheets. FAIL. The

worksheets really REQUIRE the curriculum for instructions. For example, Lesson 10 is a series of

random letters, "QXTZHQEXLQQAZMXXBDZ..." and then a series of blanks below for the student

to read the secret message...except there is no KEY to start the process! I can only assume that the

instructions are included on the DVD or otherwise in the curriculum package. This is NOT a good

"stand alone" product that will save you money. These worksheets are lovely and appealing, but

often the exercises are worthless without the curriculum. Either skip the worksheets or buy the

whole curriculum!

Well produced and lovely handouts. Made for children around 4th grade. I bought this for my

playschool children to supplement their lessons but these are not appropriate at all for that age. The

children's ministry at the church will be using them for our older classes.

I thought there would be more to them or that they could stand alone as a resource for using The

Jesus Storybook Bible as a curriculum, as I am doing in my Sunday school class. We don't have the

official curriculum materials, we are a small church & only have one children's class. There is no

budget, I purchase all the materials & supplies myself, so I wouldn't have been able to buy it

anyway. I'm taking the story each week & building activites around that weekly. The handouts are

ok, for what they are, but I have a wide range of ages in my class & they really don't work for me. it

would be helpful if you had the age range they target (6-10). I have anywhere from 3 yrs to 13 yrs. I

would not have bought them if I could have inspected them ahead of time.

I'm a tremendous fan of the Jesus Storybook Bible. I think Sally Lloyd-Jones' translation of the Bible

is incredible, grace-based, and powerful. Every story -- even obscure Old Testament ones -- points

to Jesus. After all, isn't that what the Bible is all about? So I was excited about this curriculum. I

wanted it to be worthy of five stars. Sadly, it's disappointing. First of all, there are typos, which is just

simply inexcusable. Secondly, although the description indicates each lesson has a memory verse,

each lesson doesn't actually have a ::different:: memory verse. The same verse is used for three

lessons straight, then a new verse is introduced. But perhaps most disappointing of all, is that the

verses chosen don't match up at all with the same theme and spirit of grace contained in the Jesus

Storybook Bible itself. Sally Lloyd-Jones' bible is amazing; her curriculum leaves a lot to be desired.

I bought these to use with our Jesus Storybook Bible.They were not at all what I expected. They are



loose pages, not in a book form and not hole-punched for storing. They are full color, which sounds

cool, except that means there are no coloring type activities. There wasn't a lot to DO with these. I

was pretty disappointed. They don't copy well, either, because they are full color. I wouldn't

recommend these at all.

I bought pieces of this marvellous curriculum separately, I have the DVD's, the Bibles, the Handouts

for Old Testament and the Handouts and teachers notes for the New Testament. My frustration is

that I cannot seem to find the OLD TESTAMENT TEACHER'S NOTES SEPARATELY and we have

no budget so I don't want to buy the entire kit. Where can I find the one thing I need to complete the

curriculum????

These handouts are printed on glossy paper. They look great, and give the student a chance to

recap/review what they read, but the gloss on the paper means they are hard to write on with

anything other than a felt-tip pen. Pencil won't show, ink smears...Frustrating. I would probably

prefer something on plain paper, maybe with less color and some white space on the pages.All that

said, I do like these. But keep in mind, they are just handouts, not an instructor's guide.

This prints on quality glossy paper and has vivid color and pics on the pages. We are using it at

home for our kids. I think it's created for use in church children's programs but we love using it here

at home for supplementing the Jesus Story book bible. It's very worth the money!
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